




Celebrity in the ‘Twitterverse’: History, Authenticity and the Multiplicity of Stardom.

Abstract
Analyses within celebrity studies of the increasing use of Twitter as an effective tool of communication by stars and their fans emphasise shifts in parameters of stardom. The convergence, connection and the potential for interactive address between star and audience that the online platform creates appears to position the concept of stardom in the twenty-first century as something ‘new’. This article argues that whilst Twitter may represent a deviation from older models of stardom, there remain important continuities and contexts between ‘old’ and ‘new’ celebrity behaviours and media forms. It argues that Twitter exposes, rather than creates, the multiple ways in which stardom and celebrity status can exist and be analysed, and that many online practices characterised as ‘new’ have clear antecedents in wider histories of stardom. It suggests that much of the value of exploring celebrity Twitter accounts lies in how the site, its usage and its content, renders historical negotiations around the construction and presentation of stardom visible. In order to do this, it draws upon a range of examples –with a particular focus on the Twitter account of John Cusack- examining how the management of online behaviour and identity illustrates significant debates around the subject of authenticity within celebrity culture. 





In the last few years, shifts have been noted in the creation and maintenance of celebrity status and the parameters of stardom.  The increasing popularity of online social media sites, especially Twitter, with celebrities, their fans, and other types of users has led to new explorations of the management of online fame and modes of celebrity, and reinvigorated debates around authenticity and the presentation of the self.  The convergence, connection and potential for interactive address between star and audience that Twitter enables has reconstructed stardom in this twenty-first century multi-media, multi-platform context as something ‘new’.  This discursive approach is typified by P. David Marshall’s analysis of celebrity and social media which suggests that the public self is now presented ‘through a new layer of interpersonal conversation that in its mode of address bears little relationship to its representational media past’ (2010: 41). Recent examinations by Nick Muntean and Anne Helen Peterson (2009) and Elisabeth Ellcessor (2012) consider how new digital platforms offer a freedom from the older model of stardom, remarking on the degree to which Twitter allows for a deviation from the idea of the star as an extraordinary and unattainable figure.  The increasing notion of a democratisation of stardom is aided by these and other analyses of Twitter, including Alice E. Marwick and danah boyd’s work (2010, 2011), which emphasises that through social media sites, a range of celebrity figures and behaviours are now accessible to all publics.  Through Twitter, stars can now offer an authored authentic voice to audiences, and the site encourages interactive and direct conversation between the formally hierarchical groups of ’stars’ and ‘fans’. Furthermore, practices around the presentation of the ‘public self’ that were otherwise traditionally limited to the presentation of star personae are increasingly being mirrored by non-celebrity Tweeters.
Rather than decisively and monolithically offering a presentation of celebrity self that is more authentic, democratic and interactive than previous models, what Twitter reveals is the diversity within conceptions and representations of the star-figure, and it is an exploration and historical contextualisation of these different practices within wider star discourse that is the focus of this article. Some of the diversifications of star re-presentation on Twitter revel in achieving levels of ‘authenticity’, ‘ordinariness’ and ‘closeness’, whilst others don’t. Some tweets obscure the performative practices of celebrity and self-presentation, whilst others display it. Some tweets emphasise the object-product status of celebrities, and others downplay the need for consumerism. Some tweets strive towards interactivity, whilst others favour a broadcast model. Virtually all of them share characteristics with the earliest paradigms of stardom in the way they seek to manage (online) identity, image and ‘reality’. 
Whilst Twitter may be associated with immediacy and interactivity, it also has a status that is broadcast, hierarchical and historical. Dhiraj Murthy highlights the emphasis that Twitter – as a form of social media – places on the broadcasting format  and suggests the productivity of viewing the Twitter age as part of a historical continuum of social communication and technology (2012: 8, 147). Because of its position as one point of convergence between old and new media and producers and consumers (Jenkins 2006), the new capabilities of Twitter, particularly the potential for user agency in creating online content, has been emphasised in the current writing on celebrities’ use of Twitter. But not all Twitter users embrace this potential. One of the characteristics of Twitter is its diversity of usage: ‘as a broadcast medium, marketing channel, diary, social platform, and news source’, and of audience: ‘the networked audience is an abstract concept and varies among Twitter users, in part because it is so difficult to ascertain who is actually there.’ (Marwick and boyd 2010: 122). Whilst there are assumptions that the digital media user is typified by a ‘more autonomous and collaborative attitude’ (Megan A. Winglet and William Aspray 2011: ix), the opposition between old media’s passive recipients and new media’s active participants has also been characterised as a ‘historical fallacy’ (José van Dijck 2009: 43). In establishing the digital star-audience relationship, it becomes significant to acknowledge that older processes of broadcasting/receiving star images and the hierarchies of stardom / fandom prevail as much as a new interactive one, as Ruth Deller does when she observes that ‘there are clear hierarchies of power within the “Twittersphere” with celebrities, journalists and “official” accounts from organisations playing a very visible role in (re)circulating information and influencing debate, which must be recognised when we consider the claim for it being a democratic space where all can participate’(2011: 237). 
A significant value of exploring celebrity Twitter accounts lies in how the site, its usage and its content, renders historical negotiations around the construction and presentation of stardom visible. It is also useful in how these conceptions of stardom and identity management relate to, and rely upon, the reception of star images whereby  audiences receive and create images of stardom through their own ideological positions and concepts of self as well as consuming what a star projects outwards through the public sphere. Twitter overtly acknowledges the inherently multi-modal nature of stardom. Here, the term ‘multi-modal’ encompasses the encountering of star images through different modes of media. But the term also conveys a recognition that different types of celebrity exist and are created via alternating modes of address, image-management techniques, audience interpretations and different forms of cultural power, even within the same media form. Rather than suggesting this multiplicity is a new evolution enabled by Twitter and digital cultures, it is more useful to see the ‘newness’ in terms of how Twitter renders constructive processes visible and available.  Whilst this article acknowledges the differences that celebrity use of Twitter represents, its focus lies in considering the continuities that still persist, sharing the observations of Su Holmes (2005) that highlight how contemporary discourses on fame emphasise newness and change, often at the expense of making somewhat unfashionable connections with the past. Through my consideration of existing debates about celebrity use of Twitter, and a range of celebrity Twitter accounts and other examples of star interaction, I suggest that although Twitter reveals new developments, it also maintains older modes of stardom. This culminates in a detailed analysis of John Cusack’s interactions and presentation of self via his Twitter account to illustrate some of the complexities of online star behaviour, especially around the notion of ‘authenticity’. Although a relatively major film star, Cusack’s Twitter status is less well-known, and whilst he may not be an obvious choice with which analyse Twitter’s capabilities and impact on celebrity discourse, the content and historical narrative of his online interactions offers an intriguing example of the visible negotiations of public identity management that may occur at the point of the Twitter account.  An analysis and contextualisation of Twitter usage by celebrities and fans illustrates that, rather than evolving one model at a time, each one more ‘transparent’ and ‘authentic’ than the one before, stardom has (and has always had) many different modes and facets. In doing so, Twitter reveals – but does not invent - the multiplicity of stardom.  This inherent multiplicity is also reflected in my interchangeable use of the terms ‘star’ and ‘celebrity’ throughout this work, as I make connections between older analyses of the star figure and newer conceptions of the celebrity figure through the contexts that Twitter usage emphasises. For the purposes of this work, the continuities between the two terms is more significant that the differences that they may also suggest and which has been explored elsewhere by other scholars. 
Analysing how Twitter has contributed to the creation of new modes of stardom is a significant feature of recent discourse around celebrity practice and the popularisation of social media technologies as a tool of communication by the famous and not-so-famous. New forms of celebrity are positioned as a challenge against the older modes of film stardom found in the Hollywood studio era and star discourse derived from Richard Dyer’s model of theorisation (1979), suggesting that a platform such as Twitter works to destabilise the dominance of this Hollywood system.  Nick Muntean and Anne Helen Peterson (2009) historicise the rise of celebrity Twitter accounts in relation to frameworks of Hollywood publicity and gossip, and construct it as a marked change arguing that ‘the process of maintaining a stable star persona isn’t what it used to be’.  Here, they characterise ‘what it used to be’ as the classical studio-managed persona. Defining classical stardom through processes that formally distinguished film stars from other performers through media exclusivity (until this was challenged by television in the 1950s) and how stable star images were created by the ‘sanctioned celebrity knowledge sphere’, where a star was only meaningful through knowing ‘how she spent her leisure time or what make up she used’ (bracketed by the celebrity scandals of the 1920s and the gossip magazines of the 1950s) allows them to construct an evolutionary model where the current rise of new technologies create crises around a star image through the proliferation of alternative articulations around it.  Here, Twitter represents the star taking back control of their persona as Twitter accounts and direct address construct the most authentic voice of the star there can be, and present a response of legitimate disclosure that runs counter to the panoply of conspiratorial voices that come from online gossip communities and destabilise a centralised star image.  
However, this perspective implicitly constructs a mythic status around the classical star without contextualising the work that has countered this narrative of star histories.  Muntean and Peterson’s brief admission that the classical star (protected and regulated wholly by studio structures) was a short-lived conceit, existing between the early 1920s and the late 1940s (and found only in American cinema), is left unexplored. In the context of the wider history of stardom, this period within Hollywood stardom is an exceptional moment, yet the concept prevails as a marker to judge twenty-first century stardom against.  This becomes resonant when one considers how the presence of the ‘distant’ film star or those who operate within the sanctioned celebrity knowledge sphere continues in the contemporary era. Traditional celebrity knowledge up until the 1950s might have attempted to restrict information to leisure pursuits, make-up tips and professional news, but this combination can still be found in prominent celebrity Twitter accounts such as Paris Hilton’s. Furthermore, some of the biggest modern stars maintain the traditional classical star’s aura of distance and have no presence on Twitter, including George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Keira Knightley, Angelina Jolie, Matt Damon and Robert Downey Jr. This helps these phenomenally successful stars to remain elusive and extraordinary; ‘knowable’ only through gossip and traditional mediation. Whilst the argument exists that Twitter is an alternative platform because of direct communication from the star, one must acknowledge that the platform’s history is still young and the apparent ‘transparency’ and ‘telepresence’ (Murthy 2012) of Twitter is a significant part of its marketable status as new. The accessible research material which points to the influence of publicity personnel on Twitter content remains limited. There are some direct admissions that concede the publicist’s role in overseeing celebrity Twitter accounts, such as Jim Carrey’s direct tweet to followers:  “My people called and said I might have to tame my tweets a little. So here goes...I'm going to make a sandwich now. peanut butter.(sigh) ;^\.”  10th April 2010). But such statements are rare, as revealing the mechanisms of publicity runs counter to the cultural status of Twitter as an intimate tool of authentic social connection.  Instead, the onus is on the star to take public responsibility for their communications. 
The strong emphasis on the ‘newness’ that Twitter represents in celebrity culture is apparent elsewhere, comparing the disjunctions between the ‘old’ offline classical stardom and recent developments in online star practices as characteristic of this shift. Elizabeth Ellcessor’s study of Felicia Day’s Twitter-use proposes that the concept of the star text has altered from a broadcast model combining onscreen text and off screen extratextual material to one that relies upon interactivity and connection in which ‘audiences, industries, and projects are unified through the creation of active, social, online star texts’ (2012: 46).  She constructs this as a feature particularly prominent in the ‘subcultural’ celebrity who operates below the boundaries of conventional mainstream stardom through cult practices (cf. Hills 2003).  Ellcessor draws parallels with the online tools used by Day and more well-known figures to suggest that the parameters and practices that inform cult stardom are mimicked by mainstream celebrities who recognise that subcultural practices lend themselves more readily to the notion of an ‘authentic’ star image. In a similar construction of new modes of contemporary stardom, Alice Marwick and danah boyd (2011) frame their discussions of the relationship between celebrities and fans on Twitter and of presentational practices of individuals running niche-interest Twitter communities through the ‘micro-celebrity’ (rather than Ellcessor’s ‘subcultural celebrity’).  Both terms express a departure from mainstream conventions of stardom and suggest that new social practices used on Twitter have given rise to alternative celebrity statuses.  Micro-celebrity is examined as the new practice of presenting an authentic and intimate self online that may be adopted by both celebrity and non-celebrity, and it is through how the performed intimacy achieved by celebrities and the ability of audiences to directly respond conveys a closeness and familiarity that marks this type of contemporary stardom as different.   
However, in the exploration of the closeness and authenticity that Twitter’s promotion of niche stardom seems to enable, a parallel can be drawn with an older and more established form of subcultural fan / star interactivity: the fan convention.  Matt Hills and Rebecca Williams (2005) discuss how the fan convention brokered an alternative star /fan relationship which represented a move beyond the classically stage-managed ‘star personal appearance’ by offering direct contact between star and fan in the form of question and answer panels, personal signings and even relaxed social interaction. This form of fan-celebrity interaction went ‘beyond the parasocial’ in the acute interpersonal interactions that the convention environment offers (Giles 2000, quoted in Hills and Williams: 348), but whilst this appears to position the subcultural celebrity as a different type of star through their seemingly close relationship to fans, through their example of James Marsters from the TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Hills and Williams do not equate ‘close’ with ‘authentic’.  
Rather than being indicative of a new parameter of unquestionably ‘authentic’ discourse, the primary encounters between Marsters and his fans are positioned as a shift (but only a slight one) in the construction of personae, as they  ‘require a rather different management of the celebrity persona [termed] ‘distance through closeness’’ (Ibid). The convention becomes illustrative of a mode of address that cannot be seen as merely and wholly ‘authentic’ or as unmediated closeness, but instead offers an alternative paradigm of managed interaction. For each part of the star-fan equation, ‘both parties [are] called upon to minutely and self-reflexively monitor their behaviour.’ (Ibid: 348-9).  The public presence of subcultural stars that fans encounter at conventions remains persona-based: ‘a hybridized actor/character performance of identity, an embodied self performance… related to character/actor blurring in secondary texts’ (Ibid: 352). 
Such performative personae, which appear ‘more real’, ‘more authentic’ and ‘more direct’,  can be discerned in the presentation of celebrity self via Twitter. Twitter can also be positioned as a ‘primary’ text that moves the star-fan interaction away from the ‘secondary text’ of traditional extratextual material where, although the interaction occurs via a screen device, it has the potential to remain personal, direct and connective. Tweets may offer something ‘more authentic’ than traditional star/fan interactions, but they too remain an embodied and self-reflexive performance of the self. Just as fan conventions and Twitter interactions can be aligned through their status as primary text, connections can also be made between the two modes of celebrity address through the way they emphasise the ‘authenticity’ of public encounters that help construct the star as ‘one-of-us’, whilst simultaneously disavowing the performative elements of presenting an authentic self. 
P. David Marshall (2010) discusses the explosion of contemporary celebrity culture in the late 1990s as one modal shift, characterised by an excess of material, emotions and figures, before continuing by highlighting how the rise of convergence media culture has further altered the nature of celebrity. Here, the shift is characterised, in the changing relationship between a celebrity and their public which reflects the intercommunicative dimension of online social networking. (43).  Through Twitter and other social interactive media sites, celebrity figures appear ‘more intimate’, ‘more personal’, ‘more authentic’ through the content they tweet and conversations they have, and the interactions between online users (famous and not famous) have worked to ‘enliven’ the star/fan relationship (Ibid). Marshall also notes how past celebrity discourse, with its textual and extratextual dimensions that reveal the interrelation between the public and private self, has served as a template for the production of the new online celebrity (and non-celebrity) self (2010: 45). His methodology is reminiscent of Christine Geraghty’s (2000) categorisations which differentiate between a) ‘classical’ and ‘contemporary’ stardom, and b) alternative modes of postmodern stardom.  In both, the sense of dislocation from earlier modes is presented as a way of re-conceptualising stardom in the contemporary era.  However, Su Holmes’ (2005) contextualising of modern celebrity and the apparent democratising approach to fame by contemporary celebrity magazines, reality TV programmes and discursive cultural analyses within broader histories of academic star discourse, highlights the limitations of perceiving seismic shifts in the construction of fame from the late 1990s onwards. Of particular value is her observations that emphasise  the continuing relevance and complexity of Dyer’s original work which, even in 1979, constructed stardom as an arena of negotiation between star, media and audience, the persistent dominance of authenticity as an evaluative concept, and the traditional and conservative construction of celebrity across nominally ‘new’ sites. The urgency with which the ‘new’ is pursued is questioned (but not disavowed) by Holmes in favour of self-reflexively considering the connections with textual and discursive pasts. 
The close inclusivity between star and fan that Twitter invites does not represent a shift into a new realm of star interactions but an evolution of existing frameworks that reflect new convergence and technologies. The novelty of the platform /interface may make this process seem ‘more authentic’ than what has gone before, but this does not make it a new strategy or an unmediated form of authentic self-presentation. Throughout Summer 2012, there was a trend on Twitter of famous female stars posting photographs of themselves without make-up. ​[1]​  This glimpse behind the conventional public image of extraordinary female celebrity glamour was not a revolutionary moment of alignment with ‘ordinary women’ enabled by the back-stage nature of Twitter, but a mere extension of practices long associated with the construction of mainstream female stardom. Examples include those from both the classical and contemporary era, but all perpetuate the idea that ‘anyone can be a star’, and that beneath the surface, the most glamorous stars are still ordinary women. In light of this, the unmade-up faces of prominent female stars become part of a wider discourse around the transformation of the ordinary into the extraordinary and back again, including the legend of Lana Turner’s discovery in a drug store, publicity material circulated to showcase the laborious behind-the-scenes construction of ‘Rita Hayworth’ (McLean, 2004), and the cosmetic firm L’Oreal’s revised advertising slogan, which changed from highlighting the separateness between star and consumer, ‘Because I’m worth it’ / ‘Because you’re worth it’, to the more inclusive ‘Because we’re worth it’ in 2009.​[2]​ This coincided with the company’s introduction of Cheryl Cole as new model in UK-based advertising; a star whose image is heavily dependent on the dual narrative of her ‘ordinary’ beginnings as a girl from Newcastle discovered on a television talent show and her increasingly successful global career trajectory - an image neatly encapsulated by the new slogan.
Even the subcultural celebrity may employ more traditional and conservative modes of presentation and behaviour through their Twitter accounts, as can be seen in the strategy primarily utilised by cult star Bruce Campbell. Campbell’s fame from key cult texts such as the Evil Dead films and the self-reflexive representation of his cult status in films like My Name is Bruce (2007), and his experience at negotiating the ‘close’ star-fan relationship associated with the subcultural star, suggests that Twitter is an obvious tool for him to employ to maintain this alternative mode of star status. Whilst Twitter enables a mode of address that is personable, interactive and intimate, it is also a time-consuming form of communication where there is an expectation of always being available to respond to followers.  What Campbell does is mix personal, direct interaction, but through a more recognisably ‘professional’ format that addresses this notion of the ‘always-present’ online star. Every day, he offers a short space of time to answer questions sent to him. In alignment with his cult status amongst fans, it remains a highly connective strategy of address. However, the ‘question-and-answer’ framework is reminiscent of a professional press conference – where Campbell is firmly positioned as the ‘star’ focus of questions from ‘ordinary’ followers. As such, Campbell maintains control over time and labour and fosters a sense of distance and hierarchical position that reflects the more conventional relationship between star and audience and which constructs the star through both ‘presence’ and ‘absence’.  
Whilst the approaches of Muntean and Peterson, Ellcessor, Marwick and boyd and Marshall all stress the ‘new’, there is also an underlying sense of - as Marshall acknowledges, Holmes convincingly argues for and Campbell helps to illustrate - the continuities between online stardom and conventional stardom. Constructing Twitter as a more authentic, intimate and immediate platform is only one perspective; as the number of celebrity participants on the site increases and it becomes more widely utilised within Hollywood production, marketing and reception, we must recognise that the size and scope of Twitter use may develop with it.  Perspectives which rely on an opposition between ‘old’ and ‘new’ modes of stardom must also acknowledge that the stability and dominance of the classical model of stardom has already been challenged, and that stardom has existed (and continues to do so) in many alternative forms.  
Research such as Tytti Soila’s edited collection on stardom in European cinema (2009) also demonstrates that the multiplicity of stardom is not an exclusively contemporary characteristic and that the stability of the celebrity system can be challenged from geographical, historical and industrial viewpoints , especially in case studies where a move away from the ‘extraordinary’ or exclusively cinematic star figure may be determined, such as chapters that examine Flemish and Finnish star-culture by, respectively, Alexander Dhoest and Kimmo Laine.  Twitter’s capability of sustaining and moving beyond parasocial star-audience relationships to create interactive connections has antecedents in Danish silent stardom (Jan Olsson 2009) and even in early Hollywood stardom.  Both Jackie Stacey’s (1994) work on female spectatorship of studio-era Hollywood stars and the complex processes of identification that were created from this, and Marsha Orgeron’s (2003) analysis of how Clara Bow’s stardom was managed during the 1920s through fan magazine discourse that created a lack of distance between Bow and her fans, explore the reciprocal nature of stardom and fandom and imaginative strategies of active involvement in movie culture (rather than passive consumption) of older examples of Hollywood star-figures. 
The intimacy, connectiveness and ability to destabilise/ restabilise star images that has been identified in Twitter star-audience relationships also has precedents in earlier forms of mass media, such as radio.  Hollywood stars – major and minor – were frequent presences on radio programming, bringing them into a domestic, intimate sphere long before television and erasing the sense of ‘distance’ between the film stars, other types of celebrities and audiences.  Whilst we might assume that due to the links between radio broadcasting and the studio system (cf. Hilmes 1999), a star’s radio appearances merely reflected their onscreen star text; my analysis of Peter Lorre’s radio roles suggests that the management of public images across radio and cinema may be more complex than this (Thomas 2008). Although Lorre maintained a coherent public image throughout his life of the odd and othered ‘master of the macabre’ who specialised in horror, this image was far more the product of Lorre’s popular appearances on American radio between the late 1930s and early 1950s than a deliberate construction made through his rather varied film roles, and he illustrates the inherently multi-medial construction of star images even during the classical period of Hollywood stardom, complicating the definition of stardom through media exclusivity that Muntean and Peterson suggest.  
Radio’s position as a point of media convergence throughout the 20th century, particularly its liveness and potential for intimacy and interaction, in programming that combined conversation, opinion and performance, parallels elements of Twitter otherwise foregrounded as ‘new’.  Susan Douglas highlights how amateur radio enabled new platforms for ‘interpersonal communication… a sense of community… eavesdropping and gossip’ (1992: 50) and Donna Halper explores how on-air responses to listener feedback created a new dimension of star-fan communication. (2008: 84-85). The non-visual medium created new stars, particularly enabling female performers to achieve ‘a kind of status and celebrity that had previously been reserved for men’ and where ‘looks were second to talent’ (Ibid: 85-86).  This is comparable to Ellcessor’s description of Felicia Day’s star text which combines a ‘rarely glamorous’ appearance with connections with, but that surpass, the traditionally white male dominated realms of technology and ‘geekiness’ (2012: 56-57). Halper’s discussion of the ‘imagined community’ of radio and how this domestic medium came to have ‘some qualities of a public sphere… that made audience members feel that they were part of a shared experience’ (Ibid: 87, 91) has similarities with Marwick and boyd description of the ‘imagined online audience’ where ‘Twitter affords dynamic interactive identity presentation to unknown audiences [where] self-presentation takes  place through ongoing ‘tweets’ and conversations, rather than static profiles [and] it is primarily textual, not visual’. (2010: 116). Whilst radio remains a very different medium to the interactive online social media platform, acknowledging its place in histories of stardom and public communities is significant, even if radio couldn’t quite reach the same interactivity and immediacy that Twitter now promises.  
Twitter (and other social media and digital cultures) may be aligned with immediacy, but in contextualising the modes of self presentation and interpretation found on the site within wider histories of star analysis, the historical nature of Twitter must also be emphasised.  Like any component element of a star text, Twitter accounts are historical and the methods used by individuals to present themselves online develop over time and through a variety of practices.  The construction of online personae, particularly by a celebrity account holder, mirrors how traditional star personae adapted different strategies of public presentation according to pressures of management and audience reception.  Because of the perceived immediacy of online interaction, it is easy to take star’s tweets in the context of the ‘here and now’ and to construct analysis around individual tweets. However, the issue of the archive and the historical development of Twitter accounts remain significant factors, despite the difficulty of documentation and the inaccessibility of Twitter’s ‘history’. Because of high usage the Twitter website only saves a small number of an account’s tweets; Google offers a search option that includes tweets but searches via subject rather than author; the Internet Movie Database archives some celebrity Tweets but it is not comprehensive; and although Twitter has donated its archive of public tweets to the Library of Congress in 2010, it is not yet available for research purposes. ​[3]​  Implicitly, Twitter erases the distant past of the celebrity experience – a process that is characteristic of digital media:  ‘digital media artefacts and spaces for interaction with these artefacts… are not designed for preservation” (Winglet and Aspray 2011: vi-vii). Often the responsibility (and pleasure) of constructing celebrity archives is undertaken by fans, and as Pam Cook (2012) discusses, it is within fan communities and fan-run websites that the most thorough archives of celebrity artefacts and experiences can be found. But even at these sites, fan-archiving of Tweets is not common, and many fansites, such as ‘Peggster.net’ (Simon Pegg), ‘beyondbeautifuljlo.com (Jennifer Lopez), and tomhanks-online.com (Tom Hanks), merely provide an immediate real-time link to a celebrity’s Twitter messages, rather than attempt to archive them in full. 
Determining a sense of history through the archive remains important. Just as studio publicity departments made tentative decisions about star images (cf. Cathy Klaprat on Bette Davis, 1985), or as post studio-era stars and their publicity managers took more authorial control over public images (cf. Rebecca Williams on Drew Barrymore, 2007), in order to develop a more coherent and marketable persona, constructing a narrative history of a celebrity Twitter account illustrates the processes by which stars engage in similar practices or experiment with the Twitter mode of address until they find a formula that best serves their ‘authentic self’, their complex star images and audience perception of these images. As others have noted, one presumes stars author their own tweets and,  although one cannot be totally certain about this legitimacy, cues and clues located in the tweets enable the reader to form a relatively secure conviction about the ‘authenticity’ of the author. As Marwick and boyd write, celebrity is not so much an iconic status as a process that is learned; an organic and ever-changing performative practice (2011: 141).To exist as a celebrity on Twitter is equally a learned practice conducted in public and subject to documentation. This learned practice of negotiating public spheres through social media spaces is not limited to celebrity accounts and can be observed across non-celebrity Tweeters as individuals become more aware or adept at presenting and managing online public identity, but such continuities demonstrate how important an understanding of celebrity presentation and the presentation of everyday self have become in contemporary cultural life. 
 An overview of actor John Cusack’s Twitter account and wider social media presence illustrates the strategic negotiations between a number of the factors that I have discussed – the authorial voice, the authenticity of star images, interactions between star and fans or respondents, historical developments of social media usage, issues of the archive, the learned practice of self-presentation, and the continuities between ‘older’ and ‘newer’ paradigms of star discourse, and I present a historical study of the account in order to engage more fully with some of the issues I have raised here. Cusack’s personal online presence began in 2008, away from Twitter, with the creation of a MySpace account under his own name: myspace.com/johncusack. Through the blog function of the site, he first engaged in the micro-blogging that characterises his use of Twitter, circulating political articles with short authored comments from 23rd May onwards.  In 2009, he shifted his primary social media presence to Twitter (although he left it until March 2010 to specifically direct his MySpace followers to his new online account). In an unusual move for a well-known star personality, and in contrast to his MySpace identity, Cusack created his Twitter account under the name of an online avatar called ‘Schockozulu’, rather than referencing his actual identity and name. It is difficult to accurately state the start date of the account:  the original Shockozulu account is inaccessible beyond its last few tweets in April 2010 and IMDb has only saved some of Cusack’s tweets since December 2009; however, through looking at other online content, there is evidence that he was using Twitter at least six months before this in June 2009. 
Shockozulu’s tweets conformed to the expectations of Twitter-usage through their immediacy and intimacy, being far more ‘personal’ and ‘interactive’ than his MySpace blog posts. His Tweets conveyed a tone of being off-the-cuff (and therefore an ‘authentic’ mode of communication), but they were also often hard to decipher in the language and format used by Cusack, again more so than found in his blog posts. Tweets ranged from replies to uncontextualised questions (‘@enovyresom (​http:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​enovyresom​) holy shit man’: 7th December 2009), weirdly phrased political diatribes (‘MORE ON OBAMA I A BIT- SUGGEST EZIKIEL VISIONS IN THE DUST- THE NIGHTMARE OF GOD BY DAN BERRIGAN... POEMS MEDITAIONS ON THE INSANITY OF WAR’: 7th December 2009), to comments that were rather incomprehensible in their apparent role as publically circulated statements (‘freindhip tour is back in a-- andre dawson deserves to be in the hall--no steriods only talent and class’: 29th December 2009).  The tweets tended to exhibit poor spelling and they were overtly political – which is an acknowledged but minor feature of Cusack’s popular star persona – and demonstrated that Cusack was struggling to use the site, as links forwarded by him failed due to mistyped names and URLs, and that he was constrained by the limit of 140 characters.  Because the identity of ‘John Cusack’ was only present as a secondary indicator on the account, and the content of the account deviated from his familiar star image of easy-going, smart and quirky coolness, it was not immediately recognised as a conventional celebrity Twitter account. Followers of the account constantly questioned whether this ‘really’ was John Cusack or just an imposter role-playing Cusack, role-playing ‘Shockozulu’​[4]​. On the 10th July 2009 the first apparent proof of identity was offered through a backstage photo of Cusack taken by the actor Rob Corddry (and posted to Corddry’s Twitter) on the set of their film Hot Tub Time Machine, which linked to the Shockozulu account.  Even after this, Cusack continued to receive and respond to tweets asking him to verify his identity: “@tsz (​http:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​tsz​) yes this is me!” (18th December 2009)8th espond to Tweets asking him to verify his identity.itical and not "tioned his spelling and grammertyle by retweeting nline .
From late 2009, Cusack’s account became more popular as fans became aware of his presence; however, the incomprehensible content of Cusack’s tweets did not change. Instead, he increasingly gave space to criticisms about his tweeting style by retweeting complaints from followers and publically blocking these people. Cusack blocked followers who complained about his spelling and grammar: “i just viciously blocked someone who tweeted false rule about spelling_ was tough love but i had to do it”​[5]​). He also blocked those who sent him a quote from one of his early film roles, “I want my two dollars” from Better Off Dead (1985)​[6]​: a catchphrase and film popular with his fans but which held less appeal for the actor. He also blocked those who criticised his political messages​[7]​. There followed a public circulation of reactions by some who had been blocked including video responses on YouTube and the blog posting of ‘An open letter to famous Hollywood celebrity John Cusack’ where they reacted to and interpreted Cusack’s actions. The authors characterised his behaviour as being unreasonable for a star who was presenting himself in public sphere. Crucially, they also saw this version of Cusack  as being very different to their expectations of the actor as derived from their awareness and enjoyment of his films and offline star image, seeing the behaviour as not enough like ‘John Cusack’ to be an authentic and pleasurable representation of the star. 
Cusack did begin to make concessions to conventional star-like behaviour though: he tweeted personal and professional images of himself (on holiday in Ireland in August 2009​[8]​ and the filming of, and press tour, for The Raven between 2010 and 2012​[9]​). On the 31st March 2010, he stopped using Shockozulu as the name of his account and changed it to @johncusack.  One day later, the account’s official status was updated to a ‘verified’ account.​[10]​  Twitter’s FAQs state that it uses verified accounts to ‘used to establish authenticity of identities on Twitter’, so the name change and shifts in usage by Cusack seemed to  reposition the account as now unquestionably ‘authentic’ even though the authorial hand remained the same throughout both @Schockozulu’s  tweets and @johncusack’s tweets. These changes occurred as he tweeted more comprehensively about the filming of The Raven, and these two steps more fully integrated his professional identity into the account. It remains a highly politicised account where much of Cusack’s original content comments on U.S government policy-making, but as he moved away from overt referencing of the Shockozulu identity, the balance has also shifted to include ‘real-life’ personal and professional content which reflected the image of ‘John Cusack’ more commonly found in conventional discourse, such as details of favourite bars, music and quirky artworks, and retweeting positive responses to the films he aligns himself most with (those in which he also had an off screen role as producer or writer: Grosse Pointe Blank, Max and War Inc). 
What I find most intriguing about the narrative of Cusack’s Twitter history is particularly how it relates to Twitter’s status as the most appropriate platform with which to present an ‘authentic star voice’.  The Shockozulu avatar and Cusack’s constant referencing to himself as this identity (for example in the Tweet that advertised the change of account name: ‘hey everyone @shockozulu (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​shockozulu​) moved to @johncusack (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​johncusack​) i'm still shockozulu but can be reached at @johncusack (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​johncusack​), so you can follow me there’: 31st March 2010) implies that Cusack perceived Shockozulu to be an authentic representation of self; an online identity that reflected who he felt he ‘really’ was in contrast to the coolly affable star image presented through film roles and publicity. However, the negative responses to this avatar, to his spelling, and to his politically-charged Tweets suggests that for his many followers, an online identity that deviated from his established image was not an appropriate one to use in public, on Twitter. What motivated the change in account name remains unknown; however, what it demonstrates is not a move towards a more ‘authentic’ online identity, even though Twitter’s perception of ‘verified’ accounts is explicitly constructed in relation to this concept, but the re-presentation of ‘John Cusack’ in line with a more familiar and publically circulated star image. Cusack’s Twitter account now presents a compromise between these two elements and its narrative history shows the ‘push and pull’ between various conceptions and perceptions of the ‘real’ John Cusack in order to reach a more stable online persona.  Given its unstable history, it is now rather ironic that Cusack uses his Twitter account (and its verified status) to authenticate his presence elsewhere online.  In March 2013, he participated in an online chat on the social media site Reddit to publicise his newly created Freedom of the Press Foundation using the account name ‘johncusackFPF’ and hyperlinked to his Twitter account under the phrase ‘Proof it’s me’.​[11]​  However, this action mirrors his earlier use of the MySpace account to link to the Twitter account; in each case, directing from the older account acts as a signifier of the ‘authenticity’ of his newer and less established user account.
The value here lies not in the specific individual messages that Cusack sends, but in the way that his Twitter account (and responses to it) renders visible the processes, pressures and negotiations that take place around identity-management and how this works to create and maintain public personae over time.  Cusack’s strategies reflect the traditional model of stardom in how they try to balance an identity that contains elements of the professional, the personal and other idiosyncratic elements that are specific to that star (and therefore marks them out as individual star-identities). This balance exists across celebrity Twitter accounts partly because it appears to be what the stars’ audiences are most comfortable with or expect, and partly because the strategy becomes the most efficient tactic for a star to employ in order to manage, regulate and maintain their account, their ‘authentic’ identity, and their star image.  These strategies are presented as being the work of the account holder: the celebrity as agent, although it is also possible to discern the influences of external agents – fans, followers and other observers of the account such as publicists.  That the star now has a broader level of agency via Twitter is a crucial observation but whilst this agency / responsibility may be indicative of taking back control from above (studios) and below (gossip) and presenting an authentic self through tweeted content, this mode of address also illustrates the complex way in which stars learn to manage the formal apparatus of Twitter and develop their online personae over time and under pressure from external factors. Because of Twitter’s qualities of intimacy and immediacy, and an accessibility that effectively lessens the inherent differences in cultural status between the non-star user and the celebrity user, Twitter’s interface increases the potential for a star’s tweets to be interpreted as an indicator of an authentically ordinary star voice.  Yet, as Andrew Tolson (2001) discusses, whilst the term ’authenticity’ is often used as a definition for achieving the state of ‘being yourself’ (positioning the authentic as a definitive object status that can be achieved and remonstrated as a pinnacle of unmediated being), this must also be understood as a type of public performance performed by both celebrities and ordinary people, and – especially in this context - a negotiation between star, audience and media form, a factor that was recognised by Su Holmes in her challenges to the perceived ‘newness’ of celebrity culture and discourse.  Stardom, as managed via Twitter, is not merely interactive, new and stable, but also multiple, diverse, dependent on negotiations between the agency of star, industry, audience, and coherent with prevailing paradigms and histories of star discourse. 
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